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Introduction

 In the early 20th century, two “booth” sites in 
Greenland were identifi ed, one at Brattahlíð (Qas-
siarsuk) and another at Garðar (Igaliku), which, after 
some debate, were accepted by leading scholars as 
the remains of thing (assembly) sites (Clemmensen 
1911, Nørlund 1929, Nørlund and Stenberger 1934). 
Later scholars, with the exception of H.C. Gulløv 
(2008), have avoided discussing the function of 
these sites, and, as a result, the early reports have 
not been properly evaluated. The existence of a 
thing organization is inferred by a letter dated 1389 
mentioning an alþing (general assembly) in Green-
land, although without further specifi cation (Barnes 
1974:383, Huitfeldt-Kaas et al. 1919:29–31, Seaver 
1996:62). There are also written references to thing 
sites and thing-related activities at both Brattahlíð 
and Garðar. 
 The presence of thing organizations across the 
Scandinavian homelands as well as in the Norse col-
onies demonstrates their signifi cance to Norse soci-
ety. Medieval sources from Iceland and Scandinavia 
show a well-organized administrative system, where 
each district had its own assembly, although the 
nature of this system varied slightly between areas. 
Thing sites have been identifi ed in the Viking settle-
ments of the Orkney Islands1, the Shetland Islands2, 
the Faeroe Islands3, Iceland4, the Hebrides5, the Isle 
of Man6, Ireland7, mainland Scotland8, and England.9 
Naturally, not all of these sites have been identifi ed in 
the landscape, but by place-name evidence only.10 
 If the thing system had not fulfi lled its role, or 
was unpopular, the settlers would not have repro-
duced it in their new homelands. Anthropological 
evidence makes it clear that assemblies are important 
tools for confl ict resolution, the everyday function-
ing of society, and the long-term prevention of feuds 
and warfare, and they therefore tend to be present in 
all societies (Moore 2005). Crucially, however, there 
is no secure dating evidence for any of the identifi ed 
thing sites in the settlement areas, and it is therefore 

not known how soon after colonization they were es-
tablished. It would, however, be incorrect to assume 
that if there were no assembly sites, there were no 
thing meetings. Written sources show that meetings 
did not have to take place at an established assembly 
site, but could legally be held at a variety of places, 
such as in churches, fully manned ships, or ale 
houses (Sanmark 2006, 2009). Moreover, meetings 
do not necessarily have to leave traces of any kind, 
or be manifested in the landscape. It has been noted 
that for village meetings in Gambia, chairs placed in 
a circle formed the site (Þorgeirsson 2009). When the 
meeting was fi nished the chairs were removed and 
any lasting traces of the site were gone. 
 In general, there has been very little research 
on Norse assembly sites in terms of their location, 
features, and characteristics. Existing publications 
contain some information on the major assembly 
sites, such as Þingvellir (Iceland) or the Gulathing 
(Norway) (Campbell 1980, Campbell and Kidd 
1980:69, Foote and Wilson 1970:91–92, Roesdahl 
1998:268). Thing sites lower down in the hierarchy 
have, however, rarely been mentioned (see however 
Brink 2004a, b; Friðriksson 1994; Larsson 1997, 
1998). Norse assemblies were fi rst studied more 
than 100 years ago, mainly on the basis of medieval 
written sources and place-name evidence. Schol-
ars in Sweden and Norway produced lists of local 
meeting sites for various districts, although at this 
time, very few sites were identifi ed in the landscape 
(e.g., Ahlberg 1946, Bugge 1920, Wildte 1931). In 
Iceland, on the other hand, a number of sites were 
identifi ed from saga evidence, and a certain amount 
of typological analyses of assemblies was carried 
out, but very little further interpretation occurred 
(Friðriksson 1994:105–145). More recently, with the 
breakthrough of landscape archaeology, a renewed 
interest in thing sites has emerged, most notably 
regarding Sweden (Brink 2004a, b; Larsson 1997, 
1998) and Iceland (Friðriksson 1994; A. Whitmore, 
Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK, unpubl. 
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data). However, with the exception of Iceland, pub-
lications still focused on a small number of sites, 
usually the ones that are most easily identifi able on 
the ground. 
 The overriding problem in the fi eld of assembly 
studies is the diffi culty of pinpointing the sites. This 
issue has been addressed by my own work on district 
meeting-places in the county of Södermanland in 
Sweden, suggesting that thing sites can be securely 
identifi ed, with varying degrees of accuracy, by 
combining archaeological evidence, written sources 
(medieval and early modern), rune stones, and topo-
graphical analysis (Sanmark 2009). The problem of 
locating assembly sites on the ground was exacerbat-
ed by the lack of a methodology for archaeological 
investigation. A program of excavation was started 
in Iceland in 2002, and a number of sites have been 
investigated there, providing valuable insights, par-
ticularly into the construction of “thing booths” (see, 
e.g., Friðriksson 1994:104–145, 2004; Friðriksson et 
al. 2005a, 2005b, 2007). Since 2004, Sarah Semple 
and I have developed and implemented a method for 
fi eld investigation of assembly sites, involving full-
scale geophysical and topographical surveys and 
targeted trial-trenching, with successful results from 
sites in Sweden and England (Sanmark and Semple 
2008a, 2008b, 2010; Sanmark et al., in press). Using 
these results, it is now time to revisit and re-examine 
the Greenlandic administrative organization and the 
proposed assembly sites. 

The “Booth Sites” at Brattahlíð and Garðar

 The two potential assembly sites at Brattahlíð in 
Eiríksfjörður and Garðar in Einarsfjörður have been 
identifi ed through a combination of written and ar-
chaeological evidence (Clemmensen 1911, Nørlund 
1929, Nørlund and Stenberger 1934). Both sites are 
located in the Eastern Settlement, and it is possible 
that there were other Greenlandic thing sites as 
well, perhaps most likely at the high-status farm of 
Herjólfsnes (Ikigaat) in the southernmost area of the 
Eastern Settlement, and somewhere in the Western 
Settlement. 
 The Brattahlíð and Garðar sites share a number 
of characteristics that together support the identifi ca-
tion of these as assemblies. The characteristics have 
been identifi ed through the study of assembly sites 
in the Scandinavian homelands and Iceland (Brink 
2004a, b; Friðriksson 1994; Larsson 1998; San-
mark 2009; Sanmark and Semple 2008b, 2010; A. 
Whitmore, Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK, 
unpubl. data). It is important to note that not all iden-
tifi ed “assembly features” occur at every single site 
and that there also are other characteristics that have 
not been recorded in Greenland (such as rune stones, 
standing stones, route ways, and “thing” mounds). 

We should not therefore envisage a uniform model 
of assembly sites across the areas of Norse settle-
ment and a case against such a model on a northwest 
European scale has indeed been presented (Sanmark 
2009; Sanmark and Semple 2008b, 2010). What can 
be expected, however, is that sites located within the 
same region, as demonstrated for Iceland and parts of 
Sweden, share a larger number of traits (Friðriksson 
1994; Sanmark 2009; Sanmark and Semple 2008b, 
2010) than do sites from entirely different regions. 
An overarching study of assembly sites across the 
areas of Norse settlement in the west is currently 
underway and will provide a thorough review of this 
issue.11 The list below contains features previously 
linked to assembly sites, which have also been re-
corded at the Greenlandic booth sites. 

Written evidence 
Presence of “thing booths”
Presence of hearths 
Closeness to harbours/water routes 
Closeness to fresh water
Delimitation from settlements 

Thing booths
 So far, these temporary turf structures have only 
been recorded in Iceland. These booths are where 
the participants stayed during the meetings of both 
the district assemblies and the alþing at Þingvellir 
(Friðriksson 1994:106, Fig. 4.1.). One reason why 
the booths were needed was presumably that partici-
pants had far to travel to the sites, as the thing dis-
tricts appear to have been rather large (Friðriksson 
1994:106, Fig. 4.1.). This should be contrasted to the 
situation in Viking/early medieval Sweden, where 
no booths or other temporary structures are known 
from assemblies. Here, administrative districts were 
rather small, and most settlements seem to have been 
located less than a day’s walk, or a few hours by 
horse, from the thing sites (Sanmark 2009). The only 
Scandinavian parallel to the booths is the structures 
used for temporary occupation at the Norwegian 
Iron Age “courtyard sites” (tunanlegg), which since 
2005 have been interpreted as thing sites (Olsen 
2005, Storli 2006).12 
 Overall, the Greenlandic evidence suggests that 
booths would also have been needed for thing meet-
ings there. Firstly, the thing districts in Greenland 
were presumably rather large, in the same way that 
the parishes in the Eastern Settlement seem to have 
been signifi cantly larger than parishes in even the 
most sparsely populated areas of Iceland (Vésteins-
son 2010:145–48). Secondly, due to the low popula-
tion density, assemblies may well have served a vari-
ety of purposes, and participants may therefore have 
spent more time at the sites than what was needed 
just for the thing meetings. Vésteinsson (2010:148) 
asserted that social occasions in Greenland must 
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have been “separated by long periods of isolation”, 
and gatherings of all kinds are therefore likely to 
have been important to the population. 
 One difference between the Icelandic and the 
Greenlandic booths is that the Greenlandic ones are 
much lighter in structure (Friðriksson 1994:128–
129, 2004:49–51; Friðriksson et al. 2004:32–34; 
Nørlund and Stenberger 1934:113–114). A similar-
ity, on the other hand, is the variations in booth 
sizes and construction methods within sites. These 
most likely mirror the hierarchy of society, which 
would have been particularly important to visual-
ize at the assembly meetings. Such differentiation 
has been observed at Icelandic sites, most notably 
at Þingvellir, where the large bishop’s booth has 
been excavated (Roberts 2004). In connection to this 
point, it is important to mention that booths for tem-
porary/seasonal occupation have also been recorded 
at medieval trading sites in Iceland, such as Gásir in 
Eyjafjörður and Gautavík in Berufjörður (Gardiner 
and Mehler 2007). 
 The proposed Greenlandic assembly sites are 
located very close to the farms, in contrast to as-
semblies in Iceland and Scandinavia. This proximity 
means that the most infl uential people may have 
stayed at the farms during meetings rather than in the 
booths. It is, however, unlikely that there would have 
been room for everyone at the farms. The absence of 
written sources means that it is not known who was 
obliged to attend the assembly meetings. Regula-
tions in other Norse areas vary greatly; in Norway, 
all freemen were required to attend the district as-
semblies, while other members of society could do 
so if they wished (The Law of the Gulathing 131, 
The Law of the Frostathing I; Larson 1935). The 
few surviving regulations in Iceland for the district 
assemblies are rather vague and only state that three 
chieftains (goði) should attend these meetings (Den-
nis et al. 1980:2, 53). It is clear, though, that other 
people would also have been required to be present 
at the meetings, or would have had an interest in 
attending, such as “defendants”, “prosecutors”, and 
witnesses (Dennis et al. 1980:53–54). If the Green-
landic booth sites functioned as alþings (which will 
be discussed below), only select representatives 
would have been called. The number would have de-
pended on population levels, and it would be rather 
precarious to provide an estimate, as the numbers of 
representatives from other Norse areas are highly 
variable. In Iceland, 39 chieftains were to attend the 
alþing, but as with the district assemblies, it is clear 
that other people attended the meetings, since “as-
sembly participants” at Þingvellir had the right to 
stay in the booth belonging to their chieftain (Den-
nis et al. 1980:53–54, 57; Friðriksson 1994:106). 
In the Gulathing district of Norway, the number of 
representatives at the lawthing varied over time be-

tween ca. 375 and 148 (Helle 2001:65). Regardless 
of whether the sites functioned as district assemblies 
or alþings, it cannot be assumed that everyone would 
have attended the meetings. Sources from Norway 
suggest that low attendance was at times a problem 
(Helle 2001:68–69). It is diffi cult to approximate the 
population in Norse Greenland, but it was probably 
around a few thousand at any time (Arneborg et al. 
2002:77). In the Eastern Settlement, the number 
of farms has been estimated to between 190 and 
265 (Vésteinsson 2010:144–145). If we take a low 
estimate of one person from every third farm, this 
amounts to between 63 and 88 people, plus any par-
ticipants from the Western Settlement, which would 
have been too many to house at the farms. An even 
lower estimate of one person from every fi ve farms 
would result in between 38 and 53 people from just 
the Eastern Settlement, which still would be too 
many to accommodate on the farms. 

Hearths
 Hearths and cooking pits in large numbers have 
been excavated at several assembly sites, such 
as Anundshögen, Västmanland in Sweden, Bom-
mestad, Vestfold in Norway, and the courtyard sites 
(Johansen and Søbstad 1978; Samdal and Björkan 
Bukkemoen 2008; Sanmark et al., in press; Storli 
2001, 2006).13 Bommestad is particularly interest-
ing, despite its early date, as a total of 485 cooking 
pits and 64 hearths from the Late Bronze Age and 
Early Iron Age were recorded there (Samdal and 
Björkan Bukkemoen 2008:259–262).14 

Harbors and water routes
 Previous mapping of assembly sites in Scandi-
navia suggests that access and communication both 
in terms of land and water routes was central to the 
selection of the sites (Brink 2004a, b; Larsson 1998; 
Sanmark 2009). The importance of proximity to 
routes can be most clearly illustrated by the example 
of Södermanland, where the oldest recorded site 
within each district was located at the convergence 
of a number of different communications routes, 
most often a combination of land and water (San-
mark 2009). 

Freshwater
 All medieval sites in Södermanland are located 
in the close vicinity of streams or lakes, where there 
also are fords or crossing points (Sanmark 2009). In 
Iceland too, the general pattern is for thing sites to 
be located near a freshwater source, often a large or 
tributary river (A. Whitmore, unpubl. data). These 
bodies of water would have been sources of drinking 
water, but may also have functioned as boundaries, 
as special regulations applied at the sites (Sanmark 
2009:231–233). Written sources refer to the vébönd, 
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i.e., the sacred enclosure that according to some 
written sources was erected at thing sites, and there 
may also have been other types of boundaries (see, 
e.g., Brink 2004a:205, Dennis et al. 1980:58). 
 Brattahlíð is interesting in that the site is enclosed 
on one side by an earthwork boundary. Physical en-
closures have only rarely been observed at assembly 
sites elsewhere; one of the few possible examples 
is the newly excavated 180-m-long row of upright 
posts at Anundshög (Sanmark and Semple 2008a; 
Sanmark et al., in press). As many sites in Scandina-
via are now surrounded by heavily ploughed fi elds, 
this rarity may not be surprising. The favorable 
circumstances for preservation in Greenland may 
be the reason why earthwork delimitations can be 
identifi ed there in particular. 

Delimitation from settlements 
 This criteria is rather hard to defi ne. What seems 
clear is that thing sites in Scandinavia and Iceland 
were not located very close to farms, although a 
major farm was generally located in the wider area 
(Johansen and Søbstad 1978; Sanmark 2009:233; 
Storli 2001, 2006; Vésteinsson 2006; A. Whitmore, 
unpubl. data). I am currently investigating this issue 
across the areas of Norse settlement, and a more 
detailed study is forthcoming.15 As will be demon-
strated below, although circumstances in Greenland 
are rather different from those in Iceland and Scandi-
navia, this criterion can still be seen to apply here. 

Evidence of a Thing Site at Brattahlíð

 There is no direct reference to a thing site or 
meeting at Brattahlíð, but according to the written 

sources, this location was where the lawmen resided. 
The sources are of varying quality, with some being 
more questionable than others. Grænlendinga þáttr 
reports that Sokki Þórisson, chieftain at Brattahlíð 
around 1123 and presumably also lawspeaker16, 
summoned and presided over a thing meeting con-
cerning the need for an episcopal seat in Greenland. 
There is no mention of where this meeting was held 
(Krogh 1967:93, Nørlund and Stenberger 1934:115, 
Seaver 1996:62–63, Sveinsson and Þórðarson 
1935:273). The mid-14th-century text by the Nor-
wegian priest Ivar Bardarson stated that the lawmen 
always lived at Brattahlíð (Halldórsson 1978:136). 
Finally, the 17th -century poem, Skáld-Helga rímur, 
supposedly based on a lost saga, claim that Helgi 
Þórðarson was a lawspeaker who lived at Brattahlíð 
in the fi rst half of the 11th century (Grove 2009:46, 
Jónsson 1905–1912 I:161, Seaver 1996:62–63). 
 The Brattahlíð site as a whole had four Norse 
farms (Ø28, Ø29, Ø29A, and Ø29B), each of which 
consisted of a number of buildings. Apart from 
dwelling houses, there were a range of ancillary 
structures including byres, storehouses, and animal 
pens (Fig. 1; Arneborg 2006:23–41). Both written 
and archaeological evidence suggests that Brattahlíð 
was a chieftain’s farm from the time of settlement 
(Arneborg 2000:310–11, Meldgaard 1964).
 In 1932, ruin group Ø28A was investigated, less 
than one km from the dwelling houses of farms Ø28 
and Ø29. At the site, 13 booths were recorded (ruins 
31–36 and 38–44), of which some were excavated. 
It was these fi nds that fi rst led scholars to suggest 
that an assembly site had been identifi ed. The booths 
were built directly on the shingle, with low turf walls 
on light stone foundations, over which tents were 

Figure 1. Site plan of Brattahlíð with the assembly site. From Nørlund and Stenberger 1934: Plate 1. 
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presumably erected when the structures were in use 
(Fig. 2; Arneborg 2006:37, Friðriksson 1994:107, 
Nørlund and Stenberger 1934:107). The structures 
were so faint that they “had been made almost unrec-
ognizable by the blowing away of the surface soil” 
(Nørlund and Stenberger 1934:107). They varied 
greatly in size, the smallest ones (34–35) had internal 
measurements of ca. 3 x 2 m, while others were much 
larger, with the biggest one (38) measuring 20 x 9 m. 
No fl oor layers, fi re places, middens, or indeed any 
evidence of human habitation were found, apart from 
the largest booth, which possibly had a fi re place in 
the corner (Arneborg 2006:3, Nørlund and Stenberger 
1934:109–101). The sites may have housed more 
people over time than indicated by the present evi-
dence. The ephemeral nature of the structures means 
that many other structures may have completely 
eroded. It is also possible that people stayed at the site 
in “proper” tents, which would have left no traces at 
all (cf. Clemmensen 1911:340). 

 Amongst the booths, an area (37) of ca. 25 x 15 m 
was excavated, revealing 12–15 hearths, including 
two ember pits. Two of the hearths were typical long 
fi res, while others were less structured, and some 
only identifi able as burnt stones and ash. Many of 
these hearths were so close together that they can-
not have been in use at the same time. It is possible 
that the long fi res were once inside booths, which 
have not been preserved, but it is also possible that, 
as with the rest of the hearths, they were always 
open-air features (Arneborg 2006:31, Nørlund and 
Stenberger 1934:110–113). Whatever interpretation 
is offered for ruin group Ø28A, the hearths must 
be the remains of gatherings of people assembled 
in this place for short periods of time (Nørlund and 
Stenberger 1934:113). 
 An interesting feature is the harbor, where the 
water was deep enough for ships to dock (Fig.3). This 
possible landing place was situated approximately 
200 m from the booths. At this site, a warehouse 

Figure 2. The booths at Brattahlíð (ruin group Ø28 A). From Nørlund and Stenberger (1934:107). 
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horses were made is indicated by evidence from 
Tingwall, Shetland, where thing participants from 
different districts were obliged to leave their horses 
at two different farms (Brand 1883:184, Smith 
2009:41).19 
 Finally, the booth site was separated from farm 
Ø28 by a dyke that curves down from the hillside to 
the shore. At the northern end, the site was demar-
cated by natural features, as below the pen there was 
a rocky outcrop and a small watercourse (Fig. 1; 
Nørlund and Stenberger 1934:106–7).20 In this way, 
the site was more or less enclosed, and its location 
between the two farms (Ø29 and Ø28) accentuated, 
providing the site with a sense of neutrality, even if 
it was under the authority of the Brattahlíð chieftain 
families and/or lawmen. 

Evidence of a Thing Site at Garðar

 For Garðar, the written evidence is stronger, as 
both Fóstbræ›ra saga and Grænlendinga þáttr state 
that thing meetings were held here (Krogh 1967:167, 
Røkke 1933:89–103, Seaver 1996:62, Sveinsson 
and Þórðarson 1935:273, Þórólfsson and Jónsson 
1943:229). The Garðar site as a whole consisted of the 
bishop’s farm (Ø47) with a large number of ancillary 
structures, including the cathedral and churchyard. 

has been documented, which is interesting since 
the written sources refer to a trading site at Brat-
tahlíð (Arneborg 2006:34, Nørlund and Stenberger 
1934:116).17 It is important to note, however, that 
this building could just as well have belonged to farm 
Ø29. Research on the connection between trade and 
assembly is only in its infancy and will be examined 
by Natascha Mehler as part of The Assembly Proj-
ect.18 Initial analyses in Scandinavia and Iceland 
suggest at least some degree of overlap, as demon-
strated at, e.g., Komnes (Buskerud) in Norway and 
Gamla Uppsala, Folklandstingstad (Uppland), Strän-
gnäs (Södermanland), and Roma (Gotland) in Swe-
den. Evidence of activities at these sites is mostly 
found in written sources and place-names, such as 
the “Disting” market that is said to have been held 
during the thing meetings at Gamla Uppsala. There 
is also archaeological data, perhaps most clearly seen 
at Folklandstingstad and Roma (Beronius Jörpe-
land and Bäck 2003, Callissendorff 1966, Fønnebø 
2008:101, Granlund 1958, Myrberg 2008). 
 Another feature of possible signifi cance is the 
animal pen (30), located immediately north of the 
booths. This pen, with a diameter of 70 m, was 
the largest at Brattahlíð (Nørlund and Stenberger 
1934:102, 106), and may have been for the thing 
participants’ horses. That special arrangements for 

Figure 3. View from the harbor of Brattahlíð thing site. Photograph © Jennica Einebrant Svensson.
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of the Brattahlíð booths, after which he agreed with 
Clemmensen (Nørlund 1929:127). Four of the booths 
(30–33) were of similar size, had walls made of a 
single row of stones placed directly on the ground, 
with no traces of turf walls or cultural layers either in-
side or around them. The fi fth structure was larger and 
consisted of three rooms. The turf walls were higher 
and stood on a stone foundation. Below this structure, 
the ground was “uneven, through the depositing of 
rubbish”, which suggests the building was used as a 
dwelling (Nørlund and Stenberger 1934:115). 
 Knut Krogh at fi rst agreed with Clemmensen’s 
and Nørlund’s interpretation, but later changed his 

Written evidence suggests that Garðar was a large 
and wealthy farm, established during the fi rst settle-
ment period, although there is no archaeological evi-
dence to confi rm this (Krogh 1967:10, Sveinsson and 
Þórðarson 1935:245). Two other farms (Ø48 and 49) 
are recorded ca. 1–1.5 km northwest of the episcopal 
farm (Fig. 4; Arneborg 2006:45–59; Clemmensen 
1911:328, 340; Gulløv 2008:95). 
 In 1910, a number of “thing booths” were re-
corded by Mogens Clemmensen (1911:334–41) ca. 
100 m north of the episcopal farm’s infi eld boundary 
(Fig. 4). Poul Nørlund was not convinced by Clem-
mensen’s interpretation until his own excavation 

Figure 4. Site plan of Garðar. From Nørlund (1929:9).
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mind and argued that structures 30–33 were “pos-
sibly” byres, while 27 was “possibly” a dwelling. It 
is important to note that Krogh did not provide any 
basis for his new interpretation (Gulløv 2008:99–
100, Krogh 1974:72–73). He suggested that the 
thing booths were instead located on a promontory 
ca. 1 km, as the crow fl ies, north of the episcopal 
residence (No. 4 on Fig. 5). Here, Krogh identi-
fi ed fi ve structures close to the shore, of which one 
(structure 3) has been subject to a trial excavation 
(Gulløv 2008). This intervention revealed 11th-
century turf and stone walls and a fl agstone fl oor. 
There were no bones or faunal remains to suggest 
the building had been a byre, and a rivet head was 
seen to rule out Palaeo-Eskimos. Gulløv (2008:95 
and 99) concluded, mostly through analogies with 
the Icelandic material, that the fi ve structures were 
presumably thing booths. Despite this identifi cation 
and Krogh’s doubts about Clemmensen’s booths, 
Gulløv argued that the Garðar thing was located next 
to the episcopal farm, on the site originally identi-
fi ed (Gulløv 2008:99–100). Based on the accounts 
in Fóstbræðra saga, he suggested that the newly 
investigated booths were for thing participants from 
another district, possibly Eiríksfjörður (Gulløv 
2008:101). The saga reads: “The summer after these 
events, people gathered at the Gardar Assembly in 
Einarsfjord. Those who came from Eiriksfjord had 
covered their booths, and they were separated from 

the place where the Einarsfjord people had their 
camp by the higher ground that lay between them.” 
(Hreinsson 1997:376).21

 Gulløv’s suggestion is interesting, particularly 
as there is written evidence from Iceland suggesting 
that chieftains and the people who belonged to their 
“assembly group” all stayed in different areas at 
Þingvellir (e.g., Dennis et al. 1980:57). Beyond this, 
however, Gulløv’s idea fails to convince, as it seems 
unlikely that some people would have stayed more 
than a 1.5-km walk from the assembly proceedings. 
So far, survey and archaeological investigations of 
the very large Þingvellir site have revealed a sig-
nifi cant number of potential booths, the majority of 
which are to be found within an area measuring ca. 
425 x 175 m (Roberts 2004:12, fi g.1). Another dif-
ference is the fl agstone fl oor in structure 3, as this 
has not been recorded in any of the excavated Ice-
landic thing booths (Friðriksson 2004; Friðriksson et 
al. 2005a, 2005b, 2007) and may indicate a different 
function. 
 Turning back to the site originally suggested 
by Clemmensen, there are several other interesting 
features. The fi rst is a fi replace, 70 cm long, which 
was found ca. 100 m east of booth 27 (Clemmensen 
1911:338, Nørlund 1929:127), and there may well 
be other such features here.22 The Brattahlíð hearths 
were found as a result of the deturfi ng of a large area 
for excavation after features had been discerned on 

Figure 5. Overview of Garðar and Einarsfjörður. 1. Garðar. 2. Garðar þing. 3. The point referred to in the Fóstbrædra saga 
as leiti (higher ground). 4. The suggested booths for visitors. 5. Eiði. Photograph © Jeppe Møhl. From Gulløv (2008:102).
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the meeting at Eiði is described as an “arbitration”, 
not a “thing”, this meeting was most likely a private 
settlement, held away from the thing site (Sanmark 
2006, with references). 
 A final issue that needs to be addressed is ar-
rangements for lawmen and other people giving 
oral presentations at the assembly sites. Icelandic 
law contains references to the “law rock” (lög-
berg), i.e., the platform for the speakers at the 
thing, best known from Þingvellir (Dennis et al. 
1980:59, Lárusson 1966). It could be argued that 
there is no point in searching for features which, 
according to written sources, should be present 
at thing sites. While keeping this point in mind, 
it also important to consider certain aspects that 
would be crucial for the functioning of the as-
sembly meetings, such as acoustics and speaker 
arrangements. Greenlandic meetings most likely 
took place outside, close to the booths, although 
in cases of extreme weather, they may have been 
held at the farms or in church (Sanmark and 
Semple 2010:107).23 In Sweden, no meetings are 
recorded to have taken place inside until the 16th 
and beginning of the 17th century, when “thing cot-
tages” came into use (Sanmark 2009:230). Outdoor 
speaker arrangements have been discussed for 
assemblies in other geographical areas, perhaps 
most strikingly evidenced by the “amphitheatre” 
at the royal site of Yeavering, Northumbria, Eng-
land (Hope-Taylor 1977:119–21,161). There are 
also examples of smaller-scale arrangements, such 
as “the Stone of Destiny” at Scone, Perth, and 
Kinross, Scotland (Driscoll 2004) and “benches” 
or “stalls” at Anglo-Saxon assemblies. In Anglo-
Saxon England, as well as in Sweden, assembly 
mounds have been seen as platforms for speakers 
(Lindqvist 1921:96, Meaney 1995:36). Without 
making too much of this, it is worthwhile point-
ing out that just above the possible thing booths 
at Garðar, there is a noticeable rock, which would 
function well for a person addressing an audience 
below. It is ca. 1 m high with a very flat surface, 
and the eastern edge is facing the level area around 
the booths (Figs. 6 and 7). At Brattahlíð, there is a 
rocky outcrop just north of the booths, which, al-
though much less striking, could possibly have had 
a similar function. It must, of course, be pointed 
out that a variety of other arrangements could have 
been made, perhaps in line with the comparative 
evidence presented above. 

Herjólfsnes (Ikigaat)

 There is no written or archaeological ev-
idence of an assembly site at Herjólfsnes in 
Herjólfsfjörður. It can, however, be postulated 
that a district assembly site was established also 

the surface (Nørlund and Stenberger 1934:110–13). 
No such investigation has been carried out at Garðar, 
but this would be an interesting focus for future 
fi eldwork.
 The Garðar booths are located in the immediate 
vicinity of a good natural harbor, ca. 100–150 m 
southeast of the structures (Clemmensen 1911:340). 
On the harbor promontory, as well as on the nearby 
island, possible warehouses/boathouses have been 
identifi ed (Arneborg 2006:56, Krogh 1974:73). As at 
Brattahlíð, the link between the possible warehouses 
and the booth site is not clear and they may have 
been for the use of the episcopal farm.
 The circular pen (25) located ca. 100 m away from 
the booths has, in the same way as the pen at Brattahlíð, 
been linked to the horses of the assembly participants 
(Gulløv 2008:100). There are some important dif-
ferences between the two pens, however. The pen at 
Garðar is characteristically located just outside the 
farm’s infi eld boundary, and could easily be linked 
to the episcopal estate (Arneborg 2006:56, Krogh 
1982:93). It is also very small, hence the usefulness of 
this for the assembly meetings is questionable, and its 
presence near the booths may be coincidental.
 A more interesting feature is that the episcopal 
farm’s infi eld boundary means that the proposed 
assembly site was delimited from the bishop’s resi-
dence. As shown above, the other two farms (Ø48 
and 49) were located more than one km away (Fig. 4; 
Clemmensen 1911:328, 340). Thus, the Garðar thing 
site was clearly separated from settlements. This de-
limitation was further enhanced by the watercourse 
that appeared by structure 27 (Fig. 4; Clemmensen 
1911:335). As with the Brattahlíð site, this does not 
mean that the site was located on neutral ground. 
The proximity to the farm and cathedral could also 
suggest that the booths were used as accommodation 
for churchgoers attending Mass in the cathedral, 
rather than assemblies. 
 It has been suggested that the Garðar thing site 
was moved slightly over time. This suggestion is 
based on the reference to a meeting at Eiði found in 
Grænlendinga þáttr. This meeting took place after 
a prolonged inheritance dispute, which remained 
unsolved after several attempts at the thing. Einar 
Sokkason then offered to act as an arbitrator between 
the parties, and a midsummer an arbitration was held 
at Eiði (Krogh 1967:177–78, Sveinsson and Þórðar-
son 1935:285). The name Eiði is not known from the 
Norse place-names in Greenland, but Finnur Jónsson 
has demonstrated that this name refers to the isthmus 
between Einarsfjörður and Eiríksfjörður (No. 5 on 
Fig. 5; Gulløv 2008:101, Jónsson 1898:290–299). 
Gulløv suggested that by this time, the visitors’ 
booths must have been moved to Eiði, as Garðar 
had now been established as the episcopal seat 
(Gulløv 2008:101). This may be the case, but since 
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2. The two sites were used for trading only.
3. Garðar, with written evidence of thing meet-

ings, was an assembly site and Brattahlíð, with 
written evidence of trade, was a trading site.

4. Both Garðar and Brattahlíð were assembly sites. 
5. Both Garðar and Brattahlíð were thing sites 

where trade also took place. 

 The striking similarities between the two sites at 
Brattahlíð and Garðar, both in terms of archaeologi-
cal features and landscape characteristics, strongly 
suggest that they were indeed Greenlandic assem-
blies. The absence of written evidence of thing 
meetings at Brattahlíð does not mean that this site 
should be dismissed, as we are dealing with an area 
and a time period for which written evidence is ex-
tremely sparse. Another issue which goes against the 
identifi cation of Brattahlíð as an assembly is that the 
lawmen seem to have lived here. Proximity between 
the lawman’s farm and assemblies has not been 
observed anywhere else and could indeed suggest 
that Brattahlíð was not an assembly. It is, however, 
important to point out that both these Greenlandic 
booth sites were located close to high-status farms. 
The reason for this may be the structure of society, as 
Norse Greenlandic society, in contrast to that of the 
Viking homelands, appears to have been a “two-tier 
society”. In Greenland, there were a few powerful 

by this farm. Herjólfsnes was situated ca. 120 km 
southeast of Garðar, as the crow flies. A total of 
ten Norse ruins have been recorded: a church and 
churchyard with at least 200 burials, a dwelling 
house with a “banqueting hall”, plus various an-
cillary buildings. Herjólfsnes was clearly a high-
status farm, which according to written sources 
was settled by contemporaries of Erik the Red 
(Arneborg 2006:74–75). Its location is atypical, 
as the farm was built in an exposed position right 
on the Atlantic coast. This situation may, however, 
be exactly the reason why Herjólfsnes became so 
important; it was the first stopping point in Green-
land and the starting point for Atlantic voyages. 
Herjólfsnes may also have functioned as an im-
portant trading site and collection place for hunt-
ing products from the surrounding area (Arneborg 
2006:79–87). Altogether, the evidence provides 
good reason for the need of an assembly site here. 

Conclusion

 After thorough review of all available evidence, 
we are left with at least fi ve different options for the 
two booth sites: 

1. The Garðar booths were used as a camp for 
church visitors. 

Figure 6. The possible “law rock” at Garðar, seen from the east. Photograph © Alexandra Sanmark.
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chieftains at the top and a rather homogenous lower 
class (Vésteinsson 2010:147). The chieftains may 
therefore have been in a more powerful situation, 
where they could more openly take charge of the as-
sembly sites, and a location close to their farm may 
not have been as problematic as in other areas. 
 As demonstrated above, there is Scandinavian 
evidence of trade taking place alongside thing meet-
ings, which lends credence to the suggestion that 
this may have been the case in Greenland as well. 
Considering the distance between farms and the 
relative scarcity of social interaction, it seems even 
more plausible that such opportunities for trade and 
exchange would have been taken. The evidence 
however suggests that the sites were primarily as-
semblies. Trading activities are unlikely to have 
been allowed in the designated area where the meet-
ings were held, but rather some distance away (cf. 
Myrberg 2008:138).
 The presence of two thing sites so close to 
each other is not in itself surprising. Comparative 
evidence shows that Viking Age assemblies were 
often established by neighboring chieftains (Norr 
and Sanmark 2008:385–95, Sanmark and Semple 
2008b:250–51). As time went on, sites went out of 
use and/or were moved when power relations and 

settlement patterns changed (Sanmark 2009). In 
Greenland, there could be several reasons for having 
two assembly sites in such close proximity. Without 
any archaeological dating evidence, I would like to 
suggest four possible models of development:

1.The sites were contemporary and used for dif-
ferent types of meetings.

2. Both sites were established by chieftains liv-
ing in each fjord and were contemporary and 
competing. 

3. Both sites were established by chieftains liv-
ing in each fjord and were contemporary and 
competing. Garðar was the most long-lived due 
to the establishment of the bishopric. 

4. Brattahlíð is the older of the two. Garðar was 
established at the same time as the bishopric, and 
Brattahlíð was gradually abandoned in favor of 
Garðar.

 By analogy with Scandinavia, the ideas of com-
peting or successive sites seem the most plausible. 
It would be unlikely to have two sites that were so 
close together, and so similar, for different types of 
meetings. The creation of thing sites must be seen as 
a sign of a chieftain taking control, or attempting to 
take control, of the judicial system in the area. An 
added attraction for chieftains was that they could 
presumably take a portion of the fi nes, in the same 

Figure 7. View of the harbor from the possible “law rock” at Garðar. Photograph © Alexandra Sanmark.
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way that medieval kings did (Helle 2001:150–51). 
Early thing sites could have been established at 
either Garðar or Brattahlíð, although the written evi-
dence is slightly more in favor of Brattahlíð, as they 
attribute the farm with a number of powerful chief-
tains. If the meeting mentioned by Grænlendinga 
þáttr, where Sokki Þórisson discussed the need for 
an episcopal seat in Greenland, actually took place, 
this may have been held at Brattahlíð. 
 It is diffi cult to determine at what point in time 
thing sites with buildings and other features at a 
designated spot would have been established. It 
is clear that some degree of cohesive community 
structure must fi rst have been present. Some clues 
regarding this can be found in the use of the church-
yards. “Tjodhild’s church” at Brattahlíð, which, al-
though very small, is one of the earliest churches in 
Greenland, erected more or less at settlement. In this 
churchyard, there were 143 burials dating from the 
11th century. It could therefore be argued that dur-
ing this century, when at least some people brought 
their dead to Brattahlíð for burial, the assembly site 
may have been created as well. It is not possible 
to carry out a similar analysis for Garðar, as there 
are no dates for the earliest burials. According to 
Grænlendinga þáttr, the bishopric was established 
around 1123, although it cannot be ascertained when 
the fi rst bishop arrived in Greenland (Arneborg 
2006:42, Sveinsson and Þórðarson 1935:273). The 
bishop’s grave from the 13th century, perhaps of Olaf 
(1246–1280), shows they were in place at least by 
this time (Arneborg 2006:50). 
 By analogy with developments in other Norse 
areas, it seems most likely that Garðar was the most 
successful thing site in the long run (i.e., option 3 or 
4). In order to determine which of the two is more 
likely, fi eldwork with a clear sampling strategy to 
obtain dating evidence, would need to be carried out. 
In the absence of this, we need to rely on comparative 
evidence. A clear pattern has been demonstrated in 
Scandinavia, where assembly sites gradually moved 
away from the old traditional sites to parish churches. 
The main reason was presumably that the churches 
were taking over the as the natural meetings places 
(Sanmark 2009). It is therefore possible that the 
Garðar site, some time after the establishment of the 
bishopric, perhaps in the course of the 13th century, 
became the Greenlandic alþing, and it is presumably 
this site that is referred to in the letter of 1389.24 The 
lawmen most likely continued to live at Brattahlíð. 
A situation like this is unknown for the homelands, 
where the general assemblies were fi rmly located at 
places with signifi cant history and attachments in 
the landscape. However, in relatively newly settled 
Greenland, with few human-made features and/or 
little history to relate to, there was more room for 
competition and shifts in the political geography. 
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